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COLOR FUSION
cream color high performance - with protein

 staining from innovative gel-cream texture that contains a protein balanced formulation
based on amino acids and vegetable protein.
Colorbond Technology, Redken exclusive technology, allows the molecules of pigments
and proteins to penetrate to the heart of the hair : the result is a full color, bright, with
greenish -dimensional and multi-faceted and a hair more healthy.
COLOR FUSION has a fruity blueberry fragrance and guarantees:
- A perfect coverage of white hair (100%) with complete naturalness and uniformity of
result
- A lightening of up to three tones
- Very light blond, smooth, bright, with a lightening of up to 4 shades with the series
superschiarente
- A vital and lasting color : thanks to its formulation, it is resistant to repeated washing, UV
rays and exposure to light
- A versatile application by using the brush or applicator bottle. The particular texture
cream -gel also allows a realization safe and controlled in terms of adherence of the
product 

  shades  : COLOR FUSION is a collection of rich and creative. It consists of 5 series,
each of which includes multiple ranges.
- NB NATURAL BALANCED ASH / blue, ASH / green, ASH / violet, NEUTRAL, GOLD /
beige.
- NF NATURAL FASHION: GOLD / violet, GOLD / gold, GOLD / orange, GOLD / red,
BROWN / copper, BROWN / red, COPPER / red.
- F FASHION.
- TITANIUM.
- DF DOUBLE FUSION: BROWNS, REDS and BLONDES.
- NEW RUBILANE : GOLD / copper, COPPER / brown, COPPER / copper. Un'intesità with
copper hues and unique life, thanks to the unique pigment RUBILAINE
 method of use  : COLOR FUSION mixed with an equal dose of Pro -oxide Developer
(1:1 ratio). For DOUBLE FUSION the mixture ratio is 1:2. Leave on for 35 minutes at room
temperature ranges for AC, NB, NF, F, DF Browns and Reds. For Highlift Blondes DF and
the shutter speed is 45 minutes
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 package  : 60 ml tube astucciato
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